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Comments: Our review and comments are below regarding TSV Master Development Plan #61390--

 

Base to Base Gondola---what an excellent solution for the problematic heavy flow of vehicles driving and parking

to the backside.  This area suffers the impact of thousands of cars each winter and summer.   Not only does this

expand the winter skiing opportunity when the high winds shut down Lift 1 on the front side---it also allows

summer enthusiasts an alternative from driving a steep dirt road to an already congested parking area in the

Kachina Basin. This is a benefit for not only TSV resort but for all citizens wishing to enjoy a beautiful area.

 

Lift 2 &amp; 8---I appreciate the financial ability for TSV to upgrade lifts on the mountain.  After skiing at other

smaller ski resorts with older equipment, the lack of lift maintenance for financial or any other reasons is obvious

and disconcerting. 

 

Water Storage Tank---a win--win for everything.  Snowmaking allows a water saving resolution by retaining

snowpack longer, allowing a slower water release through the summer.

 

Nordic/Snowshoe Trails--wonderful addition for not only TSV, but an exciting addition for a different recreation on

the National Forest Service.  An awesome use of SUP land.  

 

On-Mtn Restaurant---Again, a wonderful addition for skiers to enjoy the mountain and utilize much needed

bathrooms.  Same for moving the Whistlestop.  It does disrupt the  flow to chair 2 and perhaps it will allow for a

gentler slope for beginners to negotiate.

 

Hiking Trail---a great advantage for hiker safety, by removing hikers away from FlowTrail bikers.  

 

All in all, these projects look to be well researched and planned and receive our approval. Please consider these

timely upgrades and additions.

Thank you

Leslie and Tim Reeves

El Prado, NM   


